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CoNTENT S

International PDlitics

1 A Review of the Obama Administration’s Southeast Asia Policy by Ge Hongliang

The United States of America in the Obama administration no longer took on“indifferent”attitude towards

Southeast Asia，and it turned to adopt measures in terms of politics，security，economy and values in dealing

with“the region”．There are two goals for the Obama administration’s Southeast Asia policy．One is to make

American influence in Southeast Asia more balanced，and the other is to expand and strengthen American influ-

ence so as to gain comparative advantage over China and other great powers．As a result，the Obama

administration’s Southeast Asia policy achieves most of its goals，and produces deep influence on U．S．一ASEAN

rela．tions．However，the relationship between the United States and ASEAN(some ASEAN countries)encoun—

ters discord after a period of honeymoon．The paper concludes that this downward slide is caused by the shake-

ning of the“driver seat’’position of ASEAN in the region and ASEAN’s diplomacy of rebalancing the great

powers．The paPer holds that this can serve as a reference for China in her future relations with ASEAN and its

members．

8 Review of Foreign Academic Analysis of the Prospect of the Implementation of the Paris Accord

by Wang Yuhe＆Zhang Haibin

The Paris Accord going into effect marks that the global environmental governance has entered the stage o f lm-

plementation，but under the new international situation ofBrexit and U．S．withdrawal，the implementation of

the accord still faces many challenges and much uncertainty．Against this background,international environ—

i11ental think-tanks and foreign representative scholars obj ectively analyze the prospect of the implomentation of

the Paris Accord and put forward appropriate prediction and suggestion．Introducing and analyzing the recent

judgment of academia on the prospect of the Paris Accord is conducive for us to grasp the trend of performance

Drospect of the Accord and provide necessary reference for China’s related research and policy making．

14 The Motivation and Trends of U．S．Policy towards Africa since the End of World War II

by Liu Zhongwei

National interest is the basic factor that shapes a country’s foreign policy．Since the end of World War II，we

could find national interests everywhere in U．S．African policy adjustments．In this paper，we give analysis of

U．S．policy towards Africa in the period of the cold war，from the end of cold war to 9／i 1 terrorist attacks and

after 9／11 terrorists attacks based on U．S．national interests in Africa．Though there are still many uncertainties

in President Trump’s African policy，very few big adjustments could happen because U．S．national interests in

Africa have not changed．

22 On the Policy of America to the Yasukuni Shrine Issue 6y Qiao Linsheng

The Yasukuni Shrine issue is not only a political obstacle betweenJapan and those Asian victim states 1ike China

and Korea，but also an unavoidable diplomatic problem in Japan-U．s．relations．The birth，development and e-

volution of the Yasukuni Shrine issue are closely related to the United States，according to the documents of

the diplomatic archives，government reports，and the memories of the parties concerned．The United States can

be seen as the“mid-wife”of the Yasukuni Shrine issue．In more than 70 years after the war，the U．S．policy

and attitude toward the issue has experienced a change from“total repression”to“compromised transforma—

tion”：from“silence’’to“non-interferense”and from“vigilance"to“warning”．During the process of develop-

ment，the role played by the United States has also undergone a process of transformation from the leader,the

observer to the participant，which is also an important manifestation of the Japan-U．s．relations since the post-
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war period and the changes of U．S．strategy in East Asia

International Relations

27 The Stand and Policy of Germany in Dealing with the Crisis of the EU 6y Li Wenhong

Germany．as the EU’s largest economy and a core country，has always put European integration at the center o f

its diplomacy．However in recent years，the European Union faces various crises，such as the Ukraine crisis，

the refugee crisis，terrorist attacks，and the upsurge of the populist right．These intertwined crises severely

damage the process of European integration and challenge the fundamental interests of the European Union as

well as Germany．At the critical moment。Germany takes a firm stand，and has taken a number ofeffective ini-

tiatives to deal with the EU crises together with other EU members．Germany has become a backbone to ensure

the unity and stability of the European Union．

33 Self-defense in Cyberspace under International Law by Shao Yi

At present，the security situation in cyberspace does not permit optimism．As in the physical space,cyberspace

may also be the place where war breaks out and be the targeted 06ject of military operation．In view of this，

self-defense in cyberspace has been widely recognized by the international community as means to respond to

and prevent cyberattack．Similar with the traditional sel仁defense operation，the exercise of the self-defense in

cyberspace also needs to be restricted by relevant international law regulation．While considering the diversity

of cyberattacks and the invisible nature of cyberspace itself，to prevent the legal sel仁defense behavior from e-

volving into illegal use of force，we undoubtedly need not only to follow the existing legal regulation，espe—

cially the proportion and the necessary standard existed in current internationaI norms and regulations。but also

consider the distinction between speci tic cases and the feasibility of the applicability of customary regulations．

Only in this way can we maximize the value o f current international regulations which can be cited to resolve

the conflicts in cyberspace．

40 Cultivating“Common Circle of Friends”in the Asia Pacific：Theoretical Analysis and Practical

Approach by Li Yibo

In the“two strong(China and the U．S．)and the rest weak”regional structure which gradually appears in the A—

sia Paci fic，there is a large and complicated intermediate zone which consists of many middle powers and small

states．Due to the structural conflicts between the U．S and China and the liability for abusing hedge strategy by

some middle states。it seems to be di fficult to overcome the systemic security dilemma in the Asia Paci tic which

impedes regional co-operations and regional governance．By borrowing the historical wisdom of the

intermediate zone．the paper attempts to analyse the theoretical necessities and practical feasibilities of cultiva—

ting“Common Circle o f Friends”in the Asia Paci fic．

Relations between China and Other Countries

46 The Cause and Crisis Control of Air and Sea Incidents between China and the U．S．by Yu Wenquan
In recent years，the narrowing of the relative strength between China and the United States has become the

most important iSSUC in today’s international politics．The trend of this change in strength has had a direct and

far-reaching impact on Sino-U．S．bilateral relations．The regular outbreak of sea and air incidents between the

two countries is a true reflection of the changes in the strength．Economic and military power is the most im—

portant component of national strength，which is an important basis for judging the strength of China and the

United States．Based on the reality of the change of strength，China and the United States have made new ad—

j ustments and arrangements for their respective maritime strategies to better proj ect and use state power．In the

process，air and sea power contact between the two countries has given profound political meaning to the out—

break of sea and air incidents．In addition，the conflict of cone印ts，the dispute over order，the lack of frame-

work of rules and so on have exacerbated the difficulties for China and the U．S．in the solution of sea and air

incidents
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neoretica l Probes

52 Global Governance in the Era of Inequality by Zhao Chen

More than three decades after the end of the Cold War，the global inequality level has reached a new height

with increasing number of poor people and the shrinking of the wealth of the middle class．The economic mal—

distribution has been the major reason for rising populism and anti_910balization political movement in the

Western countries．However，since the capital can still flow freely due to the revolutionary information tech—

nology，the inequality has to be alleviated with global political cooperative governance in the current globalized

age．Equality is the core concept of Chinese global governance，and there have appeared some workable and e-

ffective measures in tackling economic inequality inside China．which can be made known to the rest of the

world．

58 The Relationship between the Rising Power and the Dominant Power：The Revision of the Power

Transition Theory by the Prospect Theory by Wang Guoxin&Liu Jianhua
Power transition theory argues that the rising power would first launch an attack on the dominant power．Re—

cently，some scholars use this simple one-way thinking to analyze the future of Sino-U．S．relations and draw

pessimistic conclusions．But this logic has the following flaws：First，it excludes the possibility that the domi—

nant power initiates the attack．The second is that such logic has been disproved by some scholars empirically．

The third is that it will mislead the policy-makers by ignoring how to prevent the dominant power from

launching all attack．This paper analyzes the relationship between the rising and the dominant powers in power

transition by using the framework o f“gain’’and“loss”in the prospect theory．and puts forward four hypothe—

ses．The relationship between Germany and the Soviet Union in World War II and the relationship between la—

pan and the United States in the 1 980s are two cases used to veri fv hypothesis three which states that when the

dominant power frames the relationship as a“10ss”。while the rising power frames it as a“gain”，the dominant

power is inclined to launch a preventive war．

Countries and Reygions

66 On the Evolution ofJapan’s Defense Policy-making System：From“Civilian Control’’to“Equilibri-

uln between Civil and Military Officials” by Xu Wansheng＆Liu Yanan

After World War II，the agency of the central government responsible for lapan’s delense affairs has been filled

with two groups of people：civil officials(the suits)from the bureaucratic system and military officials(the

uniforms)from the staff system．For a long time，Japan’s Defense Agency had been adhering to the principle

of civilian contr01 with regard to its delense policy-making，with the delense minister being served by delense-

related bureaucrat．who held a higher standing than his uni formed counterparts．However，in recent years as

the country has been speeding up its pace to pursue the status o f political power and heightening its need to em—

ploy military forces．multiple attempts have been made bv the Japanese government to launch reforms within

the Defense Ministry to abolish civilian control over the military．In the situation where military o fficials are

put on equal footing with their civilian bureaucratic counterparts，defense policy-making process of Japan has

already undergone signi ficant changes．

72 Analysis of the Construction of Australia’s Maritime Strategy and Its Dilemma by Ren Yuanzhe

After decades of development，Australia is gradually formulating its own maritime strategy．There are several

key factors in Australia’s maritime strategy：strategic environment，forces，objectives and alhance·Howeveo，

the fIuture development of Australia’s maritime strategy should tackle the dilemmas between independence and

alliance，objective and means，and double identities．With the construction of maritime strategy'Australia 18

plaving a growing role in Asia-Paci fic maritime disputes，which will cast strategic impact on maritime sltuatlon

and power structure in the region．
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